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The aim:

Develop a new gravitational wave plotter that can cover  the ultra-high 
frequency range and which adapts to the needs of the community

The plan:

Why do we need a new plotter?

Inspiration from the axion community

Basic features and community feedback

Current status



  

Why do we need a new plotter?



  

The classic GW plotter
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[gwplotter.com, arXiv:1408.0740, Moore, Cole, Berry]

Can plot strain,
power spectral density

Focused on interferometers
and astrophysical signals

Missing cosmological signals,
high frequencies



  

Minnesota GW plotter
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[https://groups.spa.umn.edu/gwplotter/index.php, Mandic, Floden]

Highly customizable

Can plot up to high frequencies



  

Minnesota GW plotter
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[https://groups.spa.umn.edu/gwplotter/index.php, Mandic, Floden]

Highly customizable

Can plot up to high frequencies

Impressive array of astro/cosmo signals



  

Minnessota GW plotter
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[https://groups.spa.umn.edu/gwplotter/index.php, Mandic, Floden]

Highly customizable

Can plot up to high frequencies

Impressive array of astro/cosmo signals

Misses high-f sensitivities and constraints



  

vs the living review
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[2011.12414 [gr-qc], Aggarwal et al]
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Our community would benefit from a plotter with up-to-date experimental 
constraints, projected sensitivities and signals in the large frequency domain



  

     Inspiration from the axion community



  

Axion limits from Ciaran O’Hare
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[https://cajohare.github.io/AxionLimits/, O’Hare]

Exhaustive repository 
of plots with current limits 
and projections

Reactive to feedback from
community

Has become a reference
for axion enthusiasts

https://cajohare.github.io/AxionLimits/


  

      Basic features and community feedback



  

What we envision
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A tool that brings together:

 the ease-of-use of a web plotter 

 downloadable python code

 the completeness and community awareness of [O’Hare]’s axion plotter

We can think of the following types of plots:

strain vs frequency

energy fraction vs frequency

power spectral density vs frequency



  

What would you like to see and have?  Keep sending us feedback in the survey:

                                     https://forms.gle/Vw28pmgyLaMmgunb8

Thank you to all who contributed so far. Some feature requests:

PSDs                                                                          Neff bound in real time

Bare vs power-law-integrated sensitivities             dynamical parameters

Noise sources                                                           python compatibility

SNR computations

 

Feedback
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Some signal / constraints requests

PBH mergers

stochastic backgrounds from astrometry

cosmic strings 

effects of modified cosmology

audible axions

axion haloscopes

...

 

Feedback
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                                                        Current status



  

https://github.com/fmuia/GWplots

Current test code uses Bokeh, a python library for interactive 
visualizations in browsers

We are starting with a plot of strain vs frequency analogous to 
Fig. 2 of living review for stochastic backgrounds

Plot has:
 customizable ranges and aspect ratio

 dynamic selection of signals/bounds

 can be saved in vector format

Current (very preliminary) status
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                         Merci!
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